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Spring Show

ACCOMODATIONS
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS (New)
110 E. Lafayette Ave.
(Just North of 1·70)

.

(785) 263-4049

$69.00 (includes Continental

Breakfast)

BEST WESTERN ABILENE'S PRIDE

FEBRUARY 2002

SPRING SHOW
ONL Y YOU

can make Cindy's planning easier. How? Send
in your reservation now for the SPRING SHOW. The April
5-6 show registration is included in this newsletter.
Abilen has always been a great place to pick up not only some
very good phones but also lots of parts.
SEE YOU THERE!

1709 N. Buckeye

(785)263-2800
$44.00/1 person

$49.00/2 people

BEST WESTERN PRESIDENT'S INN
2210 N. Buckeye

(usedto have Sirloin Stockade)
(785) 263-2050
$33.00 - $46.00

DIAMOND MOTEL
1407 N.W. Third

(785) 263-2360
$26-$30/person

$30-$42/2 people

SUPER 8
2207 N. Buckeye

(785) 263-4545
$41.40 - $45.90

BED & BREAKFASTS
BALFOURS HOUSE
940 1900 Ave.

(785) 263-4262
$85.00

VICTORIAN REFLECTIONS
820

x.w.

Third

(785) 263-7774
$55.00 - $85.00

Ladies Day
There will be a tour of
Abilene and lunch available
for those ladies that would
like something to do on Friday. The tour van will pick
up at Sterl Hall at 10:00.
After a driving tour showing
you all the wonderful sights
and history of Abilene, we
will be eating lunch (at own
expense) at the historic
Kirby House. The van will
bring you back to Sterl Hall
around 1:00.
Please make your
reservation on the
registration form.

Bill Provencher's

SPRING SHOW
RADISSON HOTEL
Enfield, Connecticut

MARCH 8
6:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

MARCH 9
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Tables are $20 for the first,
$10 for additional
Registration is $5.00
Rooms at the Radisson are $76 if
reserved before February 15 call 860-741-2211 for reservations
For more information call Bill at
802-476-7189
"Thanks to all the people who
voted for me for club president.
Congratulations, Barry!"
Bill

FAX ALL ADS TO: 765-533..6530. MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com

--------------------~IMEMBERUPDATEI--------------------NEW MEMBERS

TOBY FREDERICK, SR., No. 3935
571 John Wayne Trails
Victoria, TX 77905
Tel: (361) 652-1028

Spring Show
Welcorne Party
Thursday, April 4
5:00 - ???

BILLY SPEARS, No. 3936
1074 Oak Grove Road
Converse, LA 71419
Tel: (318) 567-9617
LIZ HARTH, No. 3937
217 San Angelo Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Tel: (314) 439-0004

home of Cindy Krizek
821 N.W. Third, Abilene
785- 263- 2336

Everyone

I received a letter today about a TV show
you may want to mention in the newsletter. It is called Flea Market Finds with the
Kovels on HGTV. The episode on February
13 will feature antique telephones. It airs
weekly on Wednesday nights at 8 and 11
p.m. Eastern Time.
Cindy

I/"""'\.
I
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FROM THE OFFICE ...
It's time to start thinking about the Spring
Show in Abilene! You will find all the necessary
information in this newsletter. Please call me
if you have any further questions.
Robin Sherck and I will be hosting an informal get together at my home on Thursday
night before the show. Please stop by.
I hope many of you will make the trip to
Abilene in April - it should be a great show!

Welcome!!!

CHRIS BLA'ITER, No. 3938
610 West Sunset Drive
Redlands, CA 92373-7290
Tel: (909)? 792-4184

ADDRESS CHANGE

FYI ...

NWThirdSt.

Sincerely,
Cindy Krizek
Office Manager

BILL STERN, No. 2092
205 S. Hughes St.
Apex, NC 27502

ATCA
2001 FINANCIAL REPORT
2nd Qtr.

1 Qtr.
INCOME:
New Members
Renewals
Spousal Members
Spring Show
Fall Show
Regional Show
Interest
Miscellaneous
Donations
TOTAL:

2,605.00
-0-0132.27
15.00
100.00
$33,067.27

EXPENSES:
Advertising
Awds.lBdgs.lPtchs.
Salaries
Membership List
Newsletter
Newsletter Postage
Office Supplies
Postage
Spring Show
Fall Show
Regional Show
Telephone
Miscellaneous
Printing
Internet Fee
Taxes (SS & W/H)
Accounting Services
Donations
Liab. Insurance/Bonding
TOTAL:
BALANCE FORWARD
INCOME:
EXPENSES:

-0-01,878.45
-02,692.90
2,801.11
86.81
233.03
-0-0-0185.77
-0310.00
85.00
764.94
-0-0-0$ 9,038.01
$ 9,856.40
33,067.27
9,121.56

-0-01,947.42
-02,915.75
2,847.86
53.91
112.51
3,774.68
-0-0411.17
236.00
1,057.45
-049.80
80.00
-0100.00
$13,586.55
$33,802.11
7,482.94
13,586.45

CHECKBOOK BALANCE:

$33,802.11

$27,698.50
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$

680.00
29,535.00

$

$

3rd Qtr.

4th Qtr.

Year-End

$

301.50
20,452.64
-0-0-0-048.08
-010.00
$20,812.22

$2,047.00
56,157.64
20.00
6,047.32
-0-0393.25
15.00
135.00
$64,815.21
$

$11,479.96
$27,698.50
3,452.78
11,479.96

-0-01,947.42
-03,092.29
2,866.56
2.67
58.08
-0-0-0430.24
-01,104.00
-0494.69
80.00
150.00
1,582.00
$11,807.95
$19,671.32
20,812.22
11,807.95

-0-07,720.71
-011,743.52
11,403.57
152.55
509.78
3,774.68
667.00
-01,578.07
236.00
3,545.04
85.00
2,294.55
370.00
150.00
1,682.00
$45,912.47
$ 9,856.40
64,815.21
45,995.92

$19,671.32

$28,675.59

$28,675.59

$

769.50
3,110.00
10.00
3,442.32
-0-0126.12
-025.00
$ 7,482.94

$ 3,452.78

$

$

296.00
3,060.00
10.00

86.78

$

1,947.42
3,042.58
2,888.04
9.16
106.16
667.00
550.89
1,073.59
985.12
210.00
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THE SINGLE-PULL DIAL
by Chris Mattingly, No. 2335
Designers of early telephone switching systems ran into a problem
when having to supply service to an ever-increasing number of
subscribers - how to connect them all together with switches you have
on hand.
Eventually they came up with the idea of using multiple stages of switching, such as in the step-by-step system. One switch allows you to fan
out to other switches, each one of those allows you to fan out to still
more. If you need to serve more subscribers, you add more stages to
the system, allowingyou to fan out to more terminals. More stages means
the subscriber has to dial more numbers to navigate through the additional stages.
Some earlier systems, such as the Munson or the Couch, used a single
stage switch. If you needed to reach more subscribers, you made the
switch and the dial bigger.
The switch consisted of an electrical wiper which rotated and passed
over a set of contacts, one set to each subscriber. The wiper was rachetdriven, by an electromagnet, and each click of the dial caused the wipers
to jump to the next position.

These switches had a practical limit in size, as making one to reach
hundreds, if not thousands, of other subscribers would result in a rotating
switch so large it would be impractical, not to mention you would need
to have one for each subscriber. In small systems of a hundred lines or
less, this isn't such a problem.
But consider what this would be like in today's world - where a major
metropolitan area has hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of local
numbers (subscribers, cell phones, pagers, etc.). This is where multiple
dialed digits and multiple stages of switching becomes necessary.
Just suppose, if the early engineers of telephone systems had not
figured this out and we were still using telephones where we dialed a
single number, like the Munson. By my estimations, in order to reach
let's say 2,000,000 numbers in a major city, your phone would have a
dial approximately 10,610 feet in diameter, and if you needed to call the
2,000,000th number, it would take approximately 55.6 hours to outpulse.
You would be lucky if you remembered who you were calling by the time
it got done.
Fortunately for us, these early pioneers of switching solved that problem.

The "Tin Box" Desk Phones of L.M. Ericsson
by Bob Estriech
(Reprinted from the Australian Telephone Collectors Society Newsletter, January 2002 issue)
cradle were retained, still nickel plated, and the steel sides were enhanced
with elaborate transfers in green and gold. An alternative finish was
a painted walnut wood-grain effect. Other customer finishes have been

By the end of the 1890s, telephones were mass-production devices
rather than scientific curiosities. Leading firms like L.M. Ericsson were
hard pressed to supply enough telephone instruments to meet the demand, in spite of the many new factories being built.
Redesigning the phones was one way to meet the problem. If they could
be made simpler and cheaper, existing factories could increase their output. Ornate phones in polished timber, nickel plate and black enamel
just took too much production effort. In the interests of economy, a standard case could be used with or without a magneto for either type of
manual exchange. As many moving parts as possible should be sealed
inside the case, cutting down on maintenance and finishing costs. Steel
was a chaper alternative to wood. L.M. Ericsson already had experimented with one phone in this style - the Biscuit Barrel. Although
this model was never produced in large numbers, it
proved that the style was
workable.
1901 was L.M. Ericcson's
twenty-fifth "Jubilee" year
of operation,
and appropriately this was the
year the first of the new
models was released. It was
the Model AC300, known
as the "Jubilee Phone".
Although timber top and
bottom were still used, the
sides of the case were folded steel held between metal
"pillars".
The standard
Ericsson
handset
and

AC210 Biscuit Barrel
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AC300, Simpler Cradle
noted, such as nickel plated bodies and lacquered brass. The result was.
a very attractive phone, prized by collectors and wide copied. Producti6n
ran to 1914, although later
models had a simplified cradle.
These phones are still fairly
readily available in the U.S.,
where a number of refurbished
phones were sold off in the
1960s. Instead of the elaborate
linework transfer many of these
were re-finished with a "Cupid"
transfer. Some had a dial added.
There were a number of variations. AC300 had a 3-magnet
generator,
AC310 had a
4-magnet version, AC320 had 4
magnets and a press button on
CG300
the deck to short out the bells. A
two-crank model was also available. Emil Mollers from the Danish
mainland of Jutland, made a pretty accurate copy, distinguished by a
(Continued on Page 4)
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(Continued from Page 3)
slightly shorter hand grip (138mm against the Ericsson's 148mm). A
steel case and a very basic cradle. CG400 was the CB equivalent. These
CB version, Model CG300, was used by the National Telephone Commodels also lasted until 1922. The CG400 was then reissued with a dial
pany of Britain as their model NTI3. It had a steel base. It was later
as Model DB255. This was also used in Australia.
used by the BPO as their Tel 90. A late magneto version was updated
A Final model, number unknown, was issued in the mid-1920s in a
with a new cradle and bakelite handset, produced in Britain as Model
very short steel case with a mounting for the dial cast into the base.
N2115.
With cheaper bakelite phones appearing on the market, this one had a
A similar but less elaborately finished model was issed at the same
short production life.
time. Model AE400 differed in having a steel base and sides, wooden
The style proved to be robust and reliable, and the phones were in use
top and simplified cradle. I t was intended as a bulk production model,
in large numbers well into the 1940s. As a stopgap measure, some model
and continued until 1922 when it was reissued with a dial. Decoration
AC400s and others were reconditioned and reissued in Britain around
was simpler, with muted gold pinstriping and logos. This phone ws us1932 with a modified cradle and bakelite handset. Even these soon gave
ed by the Australian Post Office, although it would have been bought
way to the economics of bakelite, and so an attractive range of phones
from British Ericsson as their Model N1300.
passed into history.
Model AC500 (British Model N2150) completed the range, with an allIllustrations from "The Telephone File", courtesy of Bob Freshwater.

N2115

AC500

N1300

AC400

N2100

N1045

N1030/ D8255
FEBRUARY 2002
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B Gary Goff,
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This month featured attachment is a very special clock timing device wlrich will attach to a variety of
rotary telephone dial:fuces. It is the Sheffield Time 0
Phone, which is pictured belo in the 'ho to" brochure accompanying the tirrer, It is attached to the phone
dial by adjustment tabs or prong 'which are inserted
into the bezel that holds the dial center phone number
disc. Of critical importance in the installation is the
attachment of the "arm" which appears in the "four
0' clock" position in the Sheffield diagram below. This
"arm" attaches to the fingerstop and winds the timer
each time the fingerwheel is rotated. There is an internal mechanism which prevents overwinding of the timer
as a result of multiple rotations ofthe fingerwheel.
This full- fimctioning timer provides a calendar,
the time of day or night, and a scale and hand on the left
side for keeping track ofthe duration of a phone call for
up to 12 minutes. Pushbutton "L" resets the special
timer hand to zero. Resetting to zero automatically starts
another 12 minute period. The 12 minute period is divided into four, three minute segments for economical
timing. As mentioned last month, the cost oflong distance calls far outdistanced the cost today which necessitated for many a simple means of tracking talking
time. I don't believe it would be possible for members
of my family to "exist' today under the standards and
costs of the telephone past!
I have the timer mounted on a two-line W.E.
410 set that was converted to a 5302 style deskset. I
obtained this unique timer from Bob Loeser in pristine,
but non-working condition. Through the efforts of a
talented watchmaker, it is now a working attachment in
my collection.
JOHN ZACHAS, No. 3084
5117 W. Montrose Ave., Apt. 4
Chicago, IL 60641
FOR TRADE
Orig. Burns-American Electric scissorgate
complete w/cast wail mount and clamp for
candlestick. Last patent date Sept. 1, 1914.
Good cond., and tight action, not loose and
sloppy. Has Burns decal and includes 5-cord
retaining clips. Will trade for complete orig.
candlestick phone in good condo Make unimportant. Will go to best offer.

FEBRUARY 2002

DOUGLAS M. SINGLEY, No. 2642
2364 Upper Drive
Pearl, MS 39208
TeL & FAX: 601·939-7657
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WECo dial 202 w/E 1 handset and orig. brown
cloth cords, $150 0 WECo dial 302 w/El
handset and orig. brown cloth cords and metal
case, $85 0 WECo dial 500 sets (black)
w/metal finger wheel, $10 ea. 0 WECo dial
302 set w/Fl handset and orig. brown cloth
cord, $45 0 WECo No. 60A railroad selector
and a copy of the Western Electric News dated
August 1916 (6 pages) describing the selector
and how it guided trains by telephone. By W.A.
Wilfe, $45 0 Marlin .22 cal. rifle with 24" oct-

agonal barrel and plain stock. Model 1897 manufactured in 1903. Blue book of Guns
values price at 100% - $2250 - will sell for $900
(Serial #282542) 0 WECo 1976 Mickey
Mouse telephone, touch tone, $65 0 (2)WECo
1976 Snoopy telephones, touch tone, $49
ea. 0 WECo green 500 set, touch tone,
$39 0 WECo dial 500 set, yellow, $39 0
WECo ail 202 set, old rose, #5 dial and a Fl W
handset, metal fingerwheel and factory paint,
photo upon request, $475 0 WECo 12 foot
oak rolling ladders, $125 0 WECo dial 500
set wailset, red, $25.
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Calculagraphs
For Timing Telephone Messages

Calculagraph Pedestals
Pedestal is adjustable from 26 to 40 inches, from floor
to ticket plate.
Calculagraphs to be mounted on a pedestal are furnished in a Type A case.
Net Price, F.O.B. Harrison, N.J. each $15.00
Terms: Net 30 days.

Model 6

Dorson Toll Timers
A simple turn of the wheel sets date,
month, year, A.M. or P.M. Has 40-hour
lever clock movement. A means of recording an easy reading impression. Designed to give an accurate and permanent
record of all toll calls.
Finished in two-piece aluminum case
with triple chromium plate. Rigid
cushioned base which will not slip or
stratch. Mounted on a patented spring
base and a slight pressure inks printing
type when impression is to be made.
Model 30

Model 33

All round models of Calculagraphs can be furnished in either the Type
A or Type C case. When a Calculagraph is to be sunk in a switchboard
shelf, the Type C case should be specified. The Type C case is 8% inches
in diameter under the flange and 4 inches deep from bottom of flange.
If the Calculagraph is to be mounted on a pedestal, the Type A case
should be specified.

Style H, Hand set. Style K, key set.
Style ... H: $22.50; K: $22.50
Terms: 2% 10 days, net 30 days.

No.8 Veeder-Root Telephone Counters
Designed to record incoming or out-going
telephone calls, but can be used for many purposes in the office.
A socket plate furnished with the counter is
designd to go flush into the desk or table. Into
this socket plate the counter can be inserted or
removed at will. Each depression of the lever
registers one on the counter.
No.8, F.O.B. Chicago, III
net price each $2.50
Terms: 2% 10 days, net 30 days.

Electric Models
MODEL 25. - Records time of day in hours and minutes, and elapsed time in minutes and quarter minutes for maximum periods of one
hour. Equipped with self-starting, synchronous motor for 60 cycles, 20
volts, regulated a.c.
MODEL 25X. - Same as Model 25 except has date printing device.
MODEL 30. - Records time of day in hours and minutes, and elapsed time in minutes and seconds for maximum periods of 30 minutes.
Equipped with self-starting, synchronous motor for 60 cycles, 20 volts,
regulated a.c.
MODEL 30X. - Same as Model 30 except has date printing device.
MODEL 33. - Records time of day in hours, minutes, and elapsed
time in minutes and seconds for maximum periods of 30 minutes. Equipped with self-starting synchronous motor for 60 cycles, 20 volts regulated
a.c. Can also be furnished for 25 or 50 cycles.
Model . . .
25
25X
30
30X
33
F.O.B. Harrison, N.J.
... net price each
$90.00 $115.00 $90.00 $115.00 $100.00
Terms: Net 30 days.

Spring Drive Models
MODEL 6. - Records time of day in hours and minutes and elapsed
time in minutes and quarter minutes with 5 second indicator after each
minute. Maximum period one hour.
MODEL 6X. - Same as Model 6 except has date printing device.
Model.
6
6X
F.O.B. Harrison, N.J
net price each $100.00 $125.00
Terms: Net 30 days.

No. AB2 Veeder-Root
Hand Talley Counters
For use in the office, factory, at home,
out of doors, or anywhere. It counts
anything. Fits easily and comfortably in
the hand of the user. It is so designed that
it can be operated with either hand. Each
depression of the easy action thumb lever
registers one on the counter. It will count
up to 10,000. One complete turn of the
reset knob on the right of the counter instantly resets the figures to all zeros.
The small case is designed with rounded edges so as not to irritate the hand of
the user nor wear the pocket when carried.
No. AB2, F.O.B. Chicago, Ill.
net price each $5.00
Terms: 2% 10 days, net 30 days.

SEE YOU IN ABILENE!
APRIL 5 & 6, 2002
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Selective Talking Relay Telephone Systems
No. 2-10 ST and No. 3-9 ST Telephone Systems
The No. 2-10 and No. 3-9 Systems operate from the subscriber's standpoint much the same as the No. 2-10 and the No. 3-9 Systems. The chief
point of difference is that the No. 2-10 ST and No. 3-9 ST Systems provide selective talking, as well as selective ringing for local connections.
Other refinements are also added to make these systems function with
speed and accuracy.
Relay, condenser and coil equipment is mounted on steel framework
approximately 300' high; 32%" wide; and 12" deep. As this type of equipment is usually mounted in basements or closets, the outside casing is
made of plain sheet steel .050" with readily removable panels. Case
dimensions are approximately 30-11/64" high; 31-11/64" wide; and
12-118" deep.

party. This is accomplished by operating the (Red) hold button, which
holds the line so that the connection will not be taken down at the
P.B.x. or Central Office.Then call the station desired in the usual manner and tell them they are wanted on (for example) trunk No.1. In
order for the desired party to cut in on Trunk No.1, it will be necessary
for him to depress the trunk button No.1 twice. After the party
originally answering the trunk has given the instructons to the party
desired, the telephone is returned to the cradle in the usual manner.
A trunk call may be transferred back and forth as many times as required if the hold button is operated in the prescribed manner. It is
highly important to operate the hold button before replacing the
handset.

Operation
The following features and facilities are afforded:
Local Calls - Station to Stateion are made by removing the handset
from the cradle and depressing the button designated as the party
wanted. The called party's bell is rung selectively and as long as the
button is held depressed. A tone ringing indication is heard if the called
station is not busy. If the station is busy, no tone will be heard. When
the called station answers, no push button operation is necessary.
Simply removing the handset from the cradle completes the connection and the conversation takes place over a selected talking pair not common talking. Other local telephones are barred from this line,
so that a secret talking circuit is provided.
Local to Trunk Call - Outgoing. Removing the handset from the cradle
and then depressing one of the trunk buttons is the first step to secure
the P.B.X. or Central Office operator. When the trunk button is released after being depressed, a tone will be heard if the trunk is not busy.
This indicates that the call has been completed. If no tone is heard
the trunk is busy. It is then necessary to press another trunk button
until a non-busy trunk is found. If the subscriber accidentally presses
more than one button at once; the action will not tie up more than
one trunk.

Hold Button
Regaining Operator's Attention - On trunk calls to P.B.X. or Central
Office operator, when the subscriber wishes to regain the operator's
attention, it may be accomplished by holding the trunk button down
and operating the hookswitch plunger in the telephone cradle. It is
necessary to remember that the handset is removed from the cradle
before the trunk button is released.

Trunk to Local - Incoming. Then the incoming trunk signal is heard
the party receiving the call depresses the trunk button corresponding
with the tone associated with its particular signal. This connects the
answering party with the party calling over the trunk line.

Called Party's Button

Trunk Button
Transfer of Trunk Calls to another Local Station - After answering
a trunk call, it may become necessary to transfer it to another local

Secret Service - When used with dial Central Offices, all trunk wiring
is arranged for secret service, so taht an established trunk call cannot be mutilated by another station if it attempts to use the same
trunk. A slight change in wiring, however, allows systems used with
manually operated Central Offices to have certain stations arranged
for secret service and others open to all stations. One station may also
be arranged to take all incoming calls and to supervise such connections after they have been established.
The Nos. 1215 and 1216 Telephones are used in connection with these
systems in a manner similar to the No. 2-10 and No. 3-9 Systems.

Accessories
Code Call Equipment. This requires a No. 13 Key Box per Sk-3550
which has a No. 170-A type key and 8-conductor cord, 5'6" long. With
this arrangement it possible to ring all local stations at one time and
thus a system of code calling may be instituted to locate people who
are in the habit of leaving their particular telephone location.
The No. 13 Key Box per Sk-3550 is used with the No. 2-6 System.
A special No. 13 Key Box per Sk-3550 is used with the No. 2-10 or
No. 3-9 Systems.
Cable
No. 70-L leaded cable is recommended for No. 2-6 Systems.
No. 79-L leaded cable is recommended for No. 2-10 Systems.
This cable is well insulated and the lead sheath tends to prevent
mechanical injury to the conductors and insures against trouble from
moisture.

FEBRUARY 2002

Terminal Boxes
No. 89 Terminal Strips are recommended for all No. 2-10 or 3-9 System
installations. One box or strip is required at each telephone station.
Power Equipment
A type of-battery installation suitable for operation with the above
relay type telephone system is listed as follows:
1. Tungar No. 244708 Rectifier
2. 1 Set of 11 Cells C.T.M.H. Enclosed Batteries
(Continued on Page 8)
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SELECTIVE TALKING RELAY TELEPHONE

SYSTEMS

(Continued from Page 7)
Parts
No. of
Buttons

Code #
1195

Type
Handset

1196
1199
1215

Wall Telephone
Desk Set Box
Handset

12

1216

Handset

12

1158
SK-3550
SK-3550

Desk Set Box
Key Box (2-6)
Sp. Box (2-10)

8
8

Used With
No. 2-6
No. 1-7
NO.7-6
Same
No. 1195
No. 2-10
No.2-lOST
No. 3-9
No.3-9ST
Trunk Signal
Code Call
Code Call

Price
Each
$17.50
17.50
5.25
29.00

Inter-Communicating Systems Less
Exchange Trunks
When Inter-Communicating Systems without outside trunk connections are required, the Stromberg-Carlson Company is prepared to furnish Graybar Inter-Phones and Accessories for this purpose. Prices and
information will be furnished upon application.
The above information (and following illustrations) about Selective Talking Relay Telephones Systems is reprinted from a publication of
Stromberg-Carlson in a section entitled "SWITCHBOARDS".

30.00
5.75
10.00
15.00

SPRING COMBINATION
FOR THE 1195
HANDSET TELEPHONE

SPRING COMBINATION
FOR THE 1215AND 1216
HANDSET TELEPHONES
28510 \
24732/~23120

2r~

&f.~
B

23119_____~2790

/~;~;~~

24732

.~~/

3826

/'

28779

A
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Line Drawing Showing Piece Parts of the
Stromberg-Carlson
No_1195
Handset Telephone

The following is reproduced from the SCIENTIFIC
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Line Drawing Showing Piece Parts of the
Stromberg-Carlson
No. 1215
Handset Telephone

SUPPLEMENT

No. 535, Circa 1886

SOME RECENT TELEPHONE APPARATUS
Brunley's carbon telephones exhibit some interesting
peculiarities. In the apparatus shown in Fig. 1 (see next
page), the variations in contact between the two carbon
electrodes, c and e ', are effected through the vibrations
of the two diaphragms, m and m', which are likewise influenced by the sound emitted at the mouthpiece, A. The
intensity of the contact of the two electrodes is determined by the tension of the spring, R, which can be regulated
at will. Sometimes the space between the diaphragms is
filled in with a sort of cushion of cotton wadding, in order
to deaden the abnormal vibrations of their opposite surfaces, without injuring the effect of the sounds that strike
their external surfaces more directly. According to Mr.
Burnley, this telephone is extremely sensitive. In Figs.
3 and 4, sensitiveness is secured by the length of the contacts of the electrodes, c and c', which bear, through their
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generatix, with a force that is determined by the regulation of the spring, R, by means of the screw, v, or by the
inclination of the plane, p (Fig. 4), that supports one of
the electrodes.
In addition, Mr. Burnley proposes to employ for multiple telephony a sort of transformer, which consists of a
series of bobbins, each of the very coarse primary wires,
p, of which directly receives the circuit of the telephone
pile, P, which it converts into a current of high tension,
through the very fine secondary wires, s, connected with
each other and the line by the wires, d. The diaphragms
of the various telephones branched upon the same
transformer must be grouped in such a way as to be identically impressed by the sounds that they transmit.
(See Figures on Page 9)
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(Continued from Page 8)

Following are the Figures depicting
the Burnley's telephone described on
Page 8.
------------------------------
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Al Farmer is planning to sell several very nicely restored wood wallphones from his collection.
Says it's time to begin reducing. Included 'are 7 or 8 3-box sets, all different - some with Blake
transmitters and long pole receivers and with or without glass batteries. He does not intend to
publish a list. If any interest, contact Al at (402) 489-7733 or email himataf90004@alltel.net.
AL FARMER, No. 15, Tel: (402) 489-7733, E-mail: af90004@alltel.net
WANTED: Insides only to Kellogg Masterphone (Dooner's book, pg. 139).Need ONLY the ringer,
coil & condenser to complete a conversion to central battery. Will take a complete set, junker
prefered, as need only the mentioned 3 parts.
FOR SALE: HOLCOMB 1881 string phone (pictured below) - Cleveland model- nice condition
except for small crack in wood, nice lettering, $500 plus shipping 0 PAIR on unmarked intercoms (pictured below), $160 plus shipping.
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Fig. 1. - Burnley's Telephone
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EKKEHART WILLMS, No. 697
137 W. 4th Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403
Tel: (650) 571-9070
FOR SALE
Marked American Electric Chicago (X or K)
porcelain mouthpiece, sloppy fit for Kellogg
(slightly smaller than Kellogg). Has several
hairline cracks on the inside and outside surface - I was told it can be repaired, $125 (l sold
a perfect one recently for $320) 0 Mint
Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.
directory department mirror "wise buyers consult the classified section of the telephone director first", $85 0 Ashtray - Mountain States
_very tiny chips on edge, otherwise very nice,
no scratches, $125 0 Pacific Bell employee
badge, very nice cond., $300 0 Southern
California employee badge, very nice cond.,
$125 0 Center 3-prong solid ring from a #1
WE dial - remove receiver, put finger in hole
over first figure wanted, turn to stop and let
go - repeat operation for each succeeding figure,
$100 0 Celluloid instruction card on how to
make a call, unused condition, 2-3/8" x 2-3/4".
I have (3) - two of them are marked WE and
one is marked Graybar Electric Co., must be
from the teens, $12.50 ea. 0 NOS still in the
original brown wrapping paper, clip-on
candlestick phone writing pad advertisement
(pelican Paper Co. - Everything in Paper Davenport 5442), from the 1920s? - $135 0
Lineman's pole angle device, in leather case,
pat. dated Dec. 1924, exc. cond., $85 0 All
plus shipping and insurance.
JON KOLGER, No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
Tel: (817) 329-5262
E-mail: jkolger@gte.net
WANTED
Old cherry wood to be used for replicating a
very early transmitter. If you have any old
cherry wood items, i.e. damaged battery boxes,
backboards, etc. I sure could use the wood.
Thanks! 0 COLORED dial blanks for AE
Type 40's, 50's, etc. Does anybody have a
mahogany dial blank for sale/trade?
0
IVORY receiver cap for SC "fatboy"
handset 0 ORANGE/RED receiver cap for
SC "fatboy" handset. Will buy junker phones
to get decent handsets for these "fatboys" 0
NOS COLORED cloth receiver cords for WE
302s, particular coiled cloth cords 0 ROSE
or BLUE dial blanks for WE 302's, or will pay
well for complete ROSE or BLUE non-dial
302s 0 Matte gold-plated trim for AE
Monophones 0 As always, BEST prices paid
for early COWRED cradlephones from all
manufacturers, but especially Automatic Electric Monophones, round or square base, desk
or wall sets. Also buying North Electric (still
desperate for a BLUE deskset or any COLORED wall set), Leich, Kellogg Masterphone
and Redbar, Connecticut, Stromberg-Carlson
oval base, WE variants such as 410s and 305s,
and WE 302s circa 1941 0 Always buying
unusual acoustic ("string") telephones, particularly those with magneto signaling and/or
speaking-listening tubes. The stranger the
better 0 Also buying old catalogs, sales
literature, etc. Premium prices paid for acoustic
telephone literature or earled COLORED
cradlephone material.
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DERWOOD NOVAK, No. 115
10221 Stony Creek Rd.
Milan, MI 48160
Tel: (734) 439-2240
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WE 102 round deskset, E1 handset, no dial,
good origin al finish, $145 0 WE 202 oval
deskset, E1 handset, w/dial, good cond.,
$125 0 Federal Tel. Grab-a-phone, good
nickel, good cond., $250 0 Select-O-Phone
candlestick, 36 station, good cond., $250 0
Chicago Satisfies two-box, oak w/marked
Chicago Satisfies receiver, very good cond.,
$350 0 Sterling Electric fiddleback, dog-bone
backboard, two plugged holes where a dial was
added, $250.
TOREY MALATIA, No. 3737
7318 S. South Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60649
Tel: (312) 832-3312 (W)
(773) 768-0523 (H - after 6pm CT)
E-mail: tmalatia@wbez.org
WANTED
Bakelite
sleeve covering for shaft of
Stromberg-Carlson "Kansas City" candlestick
TO THE EDITOR ...
DONALD WALTON, No. 590
E-mail: donaldwalton@attbi.com
TOLL TEST BOARD
John, I had two problems with my ad for the
sale of the toll test board in our December 2001
issue. Neither of these problems have anything
to do with your fine work. My problems are:
1. My e-mail provider went bankrupt thus no
one could reach me bye-mail. I had several calls
to this effect. My new e-mail address is ... (see
above). I would truly appreciate this change being made in your records.
2. The first call I received from one of the
members responding to the ad told me, "I
should consider the unit sold." as he had a
friend who would be by to pick it up and pay
for it at that time.
3. I received about 15 more calls from
members showing interest in the unit. Some
said they would overnight a check if I would
consider less. I advised them I was sure that
unit was sold and unfortunately, I did not write
down their names and phone numbers or e-mail
address.
I would like to renew the ad and have it say
"BEST OFFER WILL BE CONSIDERED".
Thanks.
Editor's Note: You can see Mr. Walton's
original ad in the December 2001 issue of the
ATCA Newsletter, so if you are interested in
this toll test board contact him.
ROBERT DICKERSON, No. 2124
24122 CR 26
Elkhart, IN 46517
Tel: (574) 875-1405 or (574) 875-5466
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
ITEC equipment -Iines, linefinders, selectors,
connectors and one-way incoming and outgoing trunks, $10 ea.; Shelves, $20 ea. 0
Automatic Electric line finders (DH-850368),
selectors (DH-580294),connectors (DH-580056)

- $25 ea. 0 Have parts to rebuild AE switches, electronic relays, heelpieces, rotary and
vertical interrupters,
vons & mechanical
parts 0 Leich crosspoint switches, $10 ea.;
Leich relay bars, $15 ea. 0 Stromberg XY
switches, $5 ea. 0 Teltone and Mitel
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JOE & ANNIE WHITE, No. 3394
Tel: (480) 844-8584
E-mail: phoneguys@unitedfoodbankorg
WANTED
Perches for EIA-Strowger wooden wall phones,
also dialer, or a parts phone with a dialer on
it. Thanks to a fellow member and friend, I no
longer need any back cups, as he found me (5)
fo them in Maitland - thanks Bud 0 Still
looking for telephone co. cafeteria china for MaMa 0 Need the guts, switchhook, and
backcup for a Chicago semi-potbelly as I tried
to braze a crack in the one I bought and blew
a big hole in this one - not too dumb, right? It
is a 3" cup with (3) screw holes and no writing
on the back - please help!
WALT AYDELOTTE, No. 303
Tel: (609) 818-1698
Cell: (609) 558-4510
E-mail: waydelotte@earthlinknet
www.waltsantiques.com
FOR SALE
I have about a dozen Stromberg Carlson pat.
1894 "brass bottom" receivers. Most have new
shells and caps (Knappen's). They are priced
at $55 ea. shipped and insured to the buyer's
door.
JIM PEIFFER, No. 3067
Tel: (215) 742-1980
E-mail: Jpeiffer625@CS.COM
WANTED
Need a bottom cover plate for an A 1 desk set.
It is the same plate used on the WE dial stick,
but has 2-holes instead of three (not the same
as on a 102). If anyone has one and is willing
to sell please call.
JOHN HUCKEBY, No. 587
2440 W CR 150N
New Castle, IN 47362
FOR SALE
Stromberg Carlson working switchboard - has
drops, not lights. I can email you photos,
$485 0 Weighs about 2251bs. - walnut bottom box for WE Type 21, $130 0 Chicago
2-boxer, glass front, $490 0 Ericsson 2-boxer,
$425.
WANTED
If you have a part you are needing for your old
wooden wallphone (other than a BLAKE or
long pole), please send a postcard to me along
with your need.
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1868 Baxter Way
Upland, CA 91784
Tel: (909) 985-4748
FOR SALE
Super find - original NOS N.E. 144 insulation piercing telephone
spade tips in original packaging of 100 ea. Radio Shack sells a lesser
quality tip #64-3070A at 24-pieces for $1.50 plus tax. These 144s
- special price of $8.50 per 100 (min. purchase) - includes postage 0
Wagon call Police Signal by Harrington-Seaberg (pictured at left),
circa late 20's-early 30's (best guess). Totally restored: light lights
and answer only & rings have keys, $850 OBO plus postage 0
Awesome collection of 8V,xll movie stills - all with the telephone
in some form - mostly vintage shots - call for details - priced to sell.

WALLY JENSEN, No. 2712
Wichita, KS
Tel: (316) 721-0944
E-mail: waljen@onemain.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
The Telephone Book - Bell, Watson, Vail &
American Life 1876-1976, 1977 Telephone
Pioneers of America, hardback, mint, super
history, $15 0 Telephone The First Hundred
Years, 1975, softback, near mint, the history
of AT&T, $6 0 Singing Wires The Telephone
in Alberta, 1972, hardback, mint, rare Canadian history, $8.

INFORMATION WANTED
I need some information on the phone (wire
board) pictured below. I would appreciate any
help. Thanks.

KEN SIMS, No. 2382
4813 Bardstown Rd.
Louisville, KY 40291
E-mail: Wakita4813@aol.com
WANTED
Receiver for Harrison 2-box phone (see Ron's
book, pgs. 221 & 241) 0 Longpole recs.,
marked and unmarked, original only 0 Pony
receivers 0 Glass & porcelain mouthpieces
o Manhattan watchcase rec. (Ron's book pg.
252) 0 Stromberg Carlson "coffee grinder"
phone (ca 1893-1894) 0 7-digit beveled edge
trans. and faceplate for WE #10 0 Orig.
marked Blake trans. and unmarked Blake
trans. 0 Manhattan upright phones.

Barney Doyle 315.678.140 1 9-9 EST
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NORMAN MULVEY, No. 379
310 Thorntree Lane
Canton, GA 30115
Tel: (770) 844-6277
E-mail: normstele@aol.com

SYRHOCKEY

@AOL.COM

Kellogg Masterphone in VGC, with
all interior parts, no cracks,
breaks, $200.00++ Western Electric
ashtray safety award, Embossed,
$15.00++Suede leather replacement
base covers, pre cut and fitted with
correct size holes, butter soft, for
102, 202 and 205's (limited
quantities)$IO.OOeach++
Stromberg Carlson metal wall, VGC,
inside is perfect, looks new, marked
receiver$75.00++ Western Electric
40AL 229 transmitter, number card
holder, marked receiver and transmitter, very good original base
cover, NOS cord with Western
Electric tag still attached, $145.00++
Western Electric 102 with #4 dial,
E I handset, very good original
basecover$180.00
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P.O. Box 43, 5315 Caves Hwy.
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Tel: (541) 592-4123
E-mail: ron@museumphones.com
http://www.museumphones.com
FOR SALE
Holtzer CabotlWestern Electric inverted rotary
converter ringing machine KS 5546, 17-23
cycles, 45-50 volts DC, $100 plus shipping
(email me for photo) 0 Western Electric
lOOD loudspeaker set, $100 plus shipping
(email me for photo).
WANTED
Candlestick mounting attachment for the
candlestick end of a 'Flexiphone' 0 Oval
porcelain GOWER nametag 0 Large wheel
mag for WE vanity 0 Large mouthpiece for
AE ll-digit Strowger candlestick (need 2) 0
Writing slope for Ericsson skeletal wall set 0
Base w/cradle for Magnivox 'Anti-Noise' double handset 0 Beveled glass window for SC
vanity 0 Battery compartment door for SC
vanity
0 Large diameter receiver for
Western Telephone Construction set 0
Swing-away transmitter
assembly
for
American Electric tandem 0 Watchcase
receiver marked 'Made in France'
0
Telegraph
switchboard
0
Ornate
annunciator 0 Ornate intercom.
BOOKLET
"How To Find Antique Telephones"
When I talk to antique telephone collectors,
they often complain about how difficult it is
to find any these days. They claim that all the
rare or interesting telephones have already
been found by other collectors years ago. I also
hear how the prices have been driven up to the
point where most people can't afford to buy
them. If anything does become available, they
find that it's usually from a fellow collector
more interested in a trade than a sale. Who has
anything worthy of trade for that rare or unique set? As a matter of fact, who has any
trading stock at all? Well, I'm here to tell you
that there are many antique telephones and
parts yet to be found. There is enough stuff out
there to supply every collector with a large inventory of parts or trading stock, and enough
to build quite an impressive collection of old,
antique, unique and rare telephone sets. All you
have to do is look in the right places and say
the right things! Most collectors rely on club
newsletters, internet, auctions, flea markets,
antique stores or yard sales. Granted, many
wonderful telephones have been acquired
through these means. In this booklet, you will
find some suggestions on how to make antique
stores, flea markets and yard sales work better for you. There are other aveanues that very
few collectors take. For example, one of them
is the telephone company exchange warehouse.
They are not always easy to find, but with a
little investment of time and research, they can
be discovered. I'll also be giving you a few tips
on how to find these caches of telephones.
Also included is a foldout that I call the
"Telephone Treasure Map". It shows 10,800
independent telephone exchanges that were
still in operation in the early 50's. Each dot on
this map has the potential for having a
warehouse or barn full of antique telephones
and parts. They are usually found in rural communities. Out of the twenty or so exchanges
that I have found in my area, five had
warehouses that were full of what was consi-
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dered "junk" by the owner. The largest produced over 3,000 telephones, the smallest,
around 50. I'm talking about wood wall sets
thrown in piles or stacked like cordwood, barrels full of candlesticks, 100 pound crates full
of transmitters and receivers, phone booths
and switchboards.
I've found so much
miscellaneous stuff, that I can't possibly list
it all. The owner of the largest warehouse
charged me $1 for each telephone, and threw
in all the miscellaneous stuffforfree ... "Just
haul that stuff out of here, and you can have
it. "
Price is $10 plus $2 shipping
RICHARD ROSE, No. 1920
672 Marble St.
St. Paul, MN 55127
Tel: (651) 483-9524 (Evening)
(800) 272-0715 (Day)
WANTED
Arm and transmitter for Standard of Madison
wood wall set. This is the one that's painted
red. I have the mounting for it, but need the
arm and transmitter
0 I'm also looking for
the AE183 (swivel headed spacesaver) in red
and light blue (not aqua!); also the matching
bell boxes if possible 0 I buy Ericofons, dead
or alive for parts.
ERIC HARDING, No. 3490
Tel: (506) 532-8895
E-mail: eharding@nbnet.nb.ca
WANTED
For a DeVeau tapered-shaft stick: base,
(regular or intercom), marked faceplate and
switchhook.

RICHARD CAPON, No. 324
10180 N.W. 52nd Terrace
Miami, FL 33178
Tel: (305) 597-4448
E-mail: recb727@aol.com
FOR SALE
Handset shell new unused ITT red with old
round hole for the cord, $3 0 Handset,
Harvest Gold, ITT, $2 0 Handset, Orange,
ITT new, unused, $3 0 Handset, Western
Electric type G-6, red, new unused. Says Bell
System Property Not for Sale "just kidding".
This is available at $10 0 Handset, used
good condition, Northern Electric type NU,
brown, with innards, $10 0 Handset, Red,
Western Electric marked, new unused, $6 0
Set, telephone, Trendline, Lime Green SC
manufacture, good condition - says Property
of Winter Park Telephone Co., $12 0 Sign,
Public Telephone #22 round, MINT! Most likely the best around, absolutely no nicks or chips,
$150.
GERRY BILLARD, No. 76
21710 Regnart Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 257-0142 or 408-252-2104
FOR SALE
Western Electric receiver caps with raised and
embossed lettering, $4 ea. 0 Receiver shells
that fit the above caps, $4 ea. 0 Please ask
for our FREE catalog.

TODD ALBI, No. 3532
EPS Custom Telephone Booths
66 West 24th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405-2868
Tel: (541) 484-0180 (PST)
E-mail: www.pacinfo.com
FOR SALE OR TRADE
NE 555 switchboard/dialer/handset
&
operator's chair 0 Large beautiful desk top
or wall mounted solid cherry "Test Case No.
1", hinged with dovetailed joinery. There is a
nickel dialer built into the shelf and 3 cloth
plugs with lead weights. A metal drawerr with
glass case holds a schmatic for the voltage
meter dated 1935 0 AE large bench top test
case in wood cabinet (1940s?) voltage meter,
numerous switches, etc. 0 AE howler in
small oak case, chipped black finish 0 Northern Telecom Mine desk set, brushed
aluminum in very good condition 0 (2)Hosue
of Common's Parliament Display Phones (integrated telephone & data terminal desksets),
with manuals
0 WE rectifer
bulb?
(#354A) 0 BC Tel Lineman's truck (12 volt
dc) 13 channel phone & magnetic antenna 0
Insulator collection & display cases. The switchboard and large test sets are heavy. We will
pass on discounted freight rates to interested
parties.
WANTED
AE Strowger ll-digit wall decorative finger
perch, clapper, and bakelite mouthpiece 0
Telephone booths and parts.
DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Peerless alarm mechanism under a 6" round
glass cover, mounted onto a 9" bakelite
backboard with "KS 6950" on the backboard,
the larm mechanism runs when the knob is
turned, with 6 terminals on the backboard,
$55 0 Hall switch and signallOOOD railroad
desk telephone that consists of a small metal
box containing a headset hook, a cord and
headset, a W.E. transmitter, attached to a two
piece metal bar and a desk top bracket, with
swivel points so the unit can be pulled or pushed to or away from the person using it,
$225 0 WE small oak compact 293AK type
wallphone with a bulldog transmitter and a
headset and a headset hook, with the push-totalk button on the door, $45 0 Oak Western
Electric three-drop table top switchboard,
#506A, with three rows of eleven switches, two
turn knobs for ring and buzzer, clean, with
nametag, complete - $175.
JEFFREY RACE, No. 63
20 Chester Street
Somerville, MA 02144
Tel: (617) 629-2805
E-mail: jrace@attglobal.net
FOR SALE
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
50AI
CONFERENCE SET - complete except internal
mic not functional; works fine with two included external mics, a beautiful piece of working
equipment.
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THE BELL SYSTEM

TOOL CORNER
By John Stallone
In light of the fury on the List Serv over the red 302 that was notched for a modular plug on ebay, I thought I would highlight the infamous
798A Modular notching tool and its companion the 799A template or
better known to ATCA members as public enemy #1. I'm sure there are
plenty of members who have never seen one. The 798A is one of the very
few tools bearing no marking as to its identity but can be recognized
as a Bell tool by its maker.
Western Electric contracted with GMP (General Machine Products)
to manufacture a tool that would update telephone sets already in service. GMP is a company with long ties to the Bell System. It was founded
in 1936 by an engineer named George M. Pfundt and made many prototype tools for the Bell System with their largest product line being
cable lashers. They are still located near Philadelphia, PA where the first
factory was. GMP was an innovator with many of its own tools and when
given an idea from the Bell System, GMP would run with it, producing
a fantastically functional product. The 798A Notching tool is a hybrid
of a Channel Lock Vice Grip Plier with its jaws replaced by a die-cutting
head that was welded on by GMP. This tool was issued with a clear plastic

Fig. 52. Positioning Notching Tool
(2702Bl Housing on Template)

Fig. 51.
2500Dl Housing On Template

template (799A) which outlined where each telephone set's base was to
be notched. Field updating began in late 1972. The base would be
.modified at the subscriber's home and 2 modular jacks would be installed
in the base: one for the line cord and one for the handset. In most cases
the handset was replaced by a modular one, but in some instances a G3,
that was a handset manufactured after 1974, was already stamped
'modular', but issued with a non-modular handset cord. These could be
retrofitted in the field with a kit of parts which now upgraded it to a
G 15 modular handset.
I know many ATCA and TCI members hate this poor tool for what
they call "the damage it has done," but at the time it was just doing
its job. It is, however, a fine example of how the Bell System improvises,
adapts and overcomes to the modernization of the telephone, as they
have in the past, just to be able to utilize equipment already in-service.
I included a table of discontinued sets that would have been retrofitted in the field and the jacks used in their bases and a few BSP photos
of it in use. For all who have never seen this tool - enjoy the pictures.

Fig. 53. Notching 2702Bl Housing and Using Check Gauge

NOTE: ON SOME HOUSINGS IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REMOVE ANY HOUSING RIBS THAT
INTERFERE WITH PUNCHING TOOL. RIBS SHOULD BE CLIPPED OUT WITH DIAGONAL CUT
PLIERS. ON THIS HOUSING IT MAYBE NECESSARY TO PUNCH HOUSING USING SUCCESSIVE
BITES WITH HOUSING PUNCH.
ISS 5, SECTION
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Restoration Tips Part 4
Ringerbox springs, dial wiring, and converting party line
302's and 354's
I would like to start off with a "thank you" to those
of you who have emailed and called with your encouragement. From the sound of it, a few folks have gotten motivated to start restoring their old "project" phones after reading some of these columns.
I can be emailed at
finder@pitt.edu.
Here's a neat tip for fixing up old ringerboxes. I
often find the old Western Electric metal subsets in great
shape, but with one small problem: the bias spring is
missing from the ringer. Without it, the clapper tends to
ding with every pulse as you dial Quite annoyinql Here's
the trick: take the spring out of a ball point pen (like from
a Bic click). Hook one end of the spring to the clapper
end. Now take some dental floss (yes, dental floss!) and
tie one end to the free end of the spring. Thread it through
the hole in the mounting screw and wrap it around a
couple of times before tying it securely. Be sure to leave
the spring a bit loose, as you will be able to tighten the
screw to adjust bias later. Now you can give the clapper
just the right amount of tension to keep it from dinging
while you dial but allowing it to ring loudly. Tip 0' the hat
to Steve Hilsz who taught me this easy fix. Speaking of
Steve, virtually everything I know about wiring I learned
from him. Everything in this column is based on tricks he
taught me. Thanks, Steve ...
Tip 2 is about usi ng odd, later #6 dials with additional contacts in a WE302 The standard WE dial (5H
and 6A) has 5 contacts, labeled W, Y, BK, BB, and R.
The pulsing contacts are Y and BK, while the shunting
contacts are BK, BB, and R. Note that AE dials and later
WE dials (#7, #8, #9, for example) only have 4 leads. It
turns out that you can wire ANY telephone with a 4 contact dial Here's how to wire a WE302 with a 6Q dial, or
an AE dial First thing you need to do is move the red/
white wire that ordinarily connects R on the dial to L1 on
the 101A induction coil over so that it runs from R on the
dial to R on the 101A induction coil (all you are doing is
moving on the block from L1 to R, if that was confusing).
Now here is what you do with a #6Q dial (and forgive me
if I get some of the dial numbering wrong ... these dials
have an extra contact called BL that confuses everyone
who comes in contact with them ... everyone except
Steve ...): the extreme left-hand 2 contacts should be the
pulse contacts. Use an ohmmeter to check if you'd like.
The needle should jump as you dial Connect the yellow/
brown lead to outer pulse contact and both the black wires
(which are black off the capacitor and the black handset
(transmitter) wire) to the inner pulse contact. The next
pair over should be your shunt contacts. Identify a pair
that are connected as a switch with an ohmmeter. Now

connect the red/white wire (from R on the block) to the
inner shunt contact, and to the outer shunt contact connect BOTH the red/blue switch lead (which ordinarily
resides on the BB contact on a 5H or 6A dial) AND the
white handset (receiver). And voila, you should be in
business.
Here is another way of thinking of it:
Dial contact

Lead

Goes to

Pulse (outer)
Pulse (inner)
Pulse (inner)

Yellow/brown
Black
Black

switch
capacitor
Handset!
transm itter

Shunt (inner)

Red/white

Shunt (outer)
Shunt (outer)

Red/blue
White

Ron 101A induction
coil (moved!)
switch (mates to GN)
Handset (receiver)

Tip 3: Speaking of induction coils, here is a way of
dealing with the dreaded 101 B induction coil and partyline phones. I used to hate opening up a 302 or 354 and
fi nd that the switch had 3 contacts, the coi I was a 101 B,
and the ringer a B2A. What did I do with the other contacts? What about those extra ringer leads? These
sets were used on party lines, and the extra contact and
the extra winding on the 101 B induction coil was used to
identify party. More than that I do not understand and I
would refer you to Ralph Meyer's masterpiece, Old Time
Telephones, available from Phoneco. That book is absolutely MUST reading and an incredible resource. I
know the original printing is out of stock, but Mary and
Ron had a reprinting made. $18.95 in paperback. Anyway, I used to pull the 101B out and replace with a 101A.
That is simply unnecessary. Here is how to convert a
party line 302 or 354 for standard use:
1. The extra switch contact leads are red/white
and red/green. They will be wired to the dial and to the
contact pad. Remove these wires, and tape the ends
with electrical tape. You can also simply clip off them at
the switch if so inclined. It's not like they will be used in
a party line ever again. Purists would prefer that you
leave the leads intact, I suppose.
2. You will find a contact pad adjacent to the
induction coil. Your goal is to use the contact pad to
make the following connections:
a. Connect the yellow wire off the ca-

(Continued on Page 15)
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pacitor, the yellow wire off the switch, and one of the line
wires together. This is what would ordinarily be connected to YL2 on a 101A, but on the 101B we move this
connection to the contact pad. Ignore M on the 101 Bwe will not be using it.
b. Connect the red/white and white wires of the
B2A ringer together on another spot. The B2A ringer is
the ringer used in the party line phones and can be converted to B1A merely by connecting the center 2 wires
together. This way the black and red leads are connected as they are normally in a 302 ...
c. Connect the black ringer wire and the white
wire off the capacitor together on the contact pad.

\:

3. Remember that "RR" is just L1. Thus the red
ringer wire, one of the line wires, and the red/white jumper
from "R" on the dial reside there.
Some folks cut the connection at M on the
induction coil to convert it to being a "dead" connector
without electrical connection to the block like the YL2
on a 101A. I do not do this since if you are not careful,
you can damage the coil in this manner. Safer to use
the contact pad,
Now you have converted a 304 to a 302 without
having to change out the switch, ringer, and induction
coil. I used the terms 302 and 354 loosely above, as
they are easily identifiable sets, When the wiring is
changed, the number changes.

Odis W. LeVrier
2677 East Valley Drive
San Angelo, TX 76905
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, HANDSET

RECEIVER CORDS - Two Conductor
R2PPSR
R2SPSR
R2SSSR
R2PPSB
R2SPSB
R2SSSB
R2PPBF
R2SPBF
R2SSBF
R2PPG
R2SPG
R2SSG
R2PPB
R2SPB
R2SSB
R2PPBK
R2SPBK
R2SSBK
W-375

"Rattlesnake", Blue/Red. Pin/Pin,
Stay Cord, 38"
,
.
$14.00
"Rattlesnake", Blue/Red, Spade/Pin,
Slay Cord, 38"
.
$13.50
"Rattlesnake", Blue/Red, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 38"
.
$13.00
"Rattlesnake", Black/Red, Pin/Pin,
Slay Cord, 38"
.
$14.00
"Rattlesnake", Black/Red, Spade/Pin,
Slay Cord, 38"
, .
$13.50
"Rattlesnake", Black/Red, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 38"
. $13,50
$8.00
"Fat Cord-, Brown, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 42"
"Fat Cord", Brown, Spade/Pin,
Stay Cord, 42"
. $7.75
"Fat Cord", Brown, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 42"
.
$7,50
Green, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 42"
.
$7.50
Green, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 42"
.
$7.25
Green, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord, 42"
$7,00
Brown, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 42"
.
$7.50
Brown, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 42"
.
$7.25
Brown, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord, 42" ,.
$7,00
Black, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 42" ...
$7,50
Black, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 42" ...
$7.25
Black, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord, 42" ..
$7.00
Brown, Spade/Spade, No Stay Cords,
Baker's Doz. (13 each) .
. ...
$70.00

CORDAGE - Cloth-Covered

Tinsel

2 conductor, Brown or Green $0.60/foot, $450.00 per 1000 feet
3 conductor, Brown or Black. $0.75/foot, $600.00 per 1000 feet
4 conductor, Brown.
$0.85/foot, $700.00 per 1000 feet
5 conductor, Brown.
$0.95/loot, $800.00 per 1000 feet
6 conductor, Brown,
$1.20/foot, $1050.00 per 1000 feel
4 conductor, Brown, fiat plastic, ,
,
, , , , $0,30/foot

OJ

NOTE: All cords may be custom made to any length. To
calculate the cost of a custom cond,take the basic cost listed
for the item and then add the price per foot cost for the
desired type of cord listed under the "Cordage" section.

_,,"<---------l
All prices shown in U.S. Dollars
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CORDS

Brown, 3 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 53"
,"
H4SSB
Brown, 4 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 53"
,,
H3SSBK" Black, 3 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 53" .,
,

CLOTH-COVERED

H3SSB

.

$8,00
$9.00

.

$8,00

~~ees~~~uE~~~~~s,;:Jeo~~e~~~rnished

COILED HANDSET

D3SSB

Brown, 3 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78" ,., ',' ... , .....
$8.50
Brown, 4 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78"
,.,,,.. ..
$9.50
D3SSBK Black, 3 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78" . , . . . . . .. . ...
$8.50
D3SSG
Green, 3 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78" , ... , .. ",.
$8,50
D5SSB
Brown, 5 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78" ... ,""',
... "
$11.00
D6SSB
Brown, 6 conductor, Plastic, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 78" "",
.... ,
$12,00
D12SSB" Brown, 12 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cords, 78" "
,.,.,'
$25,00
D12SSG" Green, 12 conductor, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cords, 78"
"',,..
530.00
*These items are custom made at the time of order.
D4SSB

I~"·W.E.

;201~J~~:~1

TRANSMITTER

CORDS

T-DS
T-#5
T-V

Revised: 81112001 T-10

Green, 1 conductor, Spade/Pin, Desk Stand,
Grounded Trans
..... , , , , , , , ...
Green, 1 conductor, Spade/Pin,
WE#5 Arm to Top Box , .. ,
"
Green, 1 conductor, Spade/Pin,
WE Vanity to Ckt Board .
Green, 1 conductor, Spade/Pin,
WE #10 Desk Stand ' , , , , ,

$7.50

I

CORDS

Black Coiled, 3 conductor,

Vinyl

Space/Spade,

Metal Restraints, 72" . , .. , , , , ... , . . .. $8.00
H4SSBKV Black Coiled, 4 conductor, Vinyl, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 72" . ,
,
, $8.00
H3SSBC
Brown, 3 conductor, Cloth, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 10" coiled length . . . . $20.00
H3SSBKC" Black, 3 conductor, Cloth, Spade/Spade,
Metal Restraints, 10" coiled length . . ..
$20.00
("Western Electric style will be furnished
unless you specify AE or Kellogg,)

~

IVORY CORDS
H3SSIV
3 cond, spade/spade,metal restraints,53",
$11,00
L4SMIV
4 cond, spade/modular,7' ,',"',
... , .. ,
$9,00
D3SSIV
3 cond, spade, spade, metal restraints,78",
$10,00
L3SSIV
3 cond., spade/spade,metal rest.,78" .... " $10,00
(short leads on one end for 42A connecting block)

ACCESSORIES
Spades,
, $0.15 each, $10.00 per 100
Pins, , , , , .... , , ... , , , , , , .. .,..
,,.,
" $0,80 each
Handset Restraints , , , , . . • . .. .."",.,,
,' $0,75 each
"S"- Hook Restraints. , , . . . . .. .""',.".,,
.. $0,80 each
Modular Line Plugs .. ,',., .... ,' $0,15 each, $10,00 per 100
Modular Handset Plugs .. ,.".,'
$0,15 each, $10,00 per 100
Round head slotted machine screws, nickel plated:
Dial Mounting Screws (4-36 x 3/8") .. '. $10.00 per 100
Transmitter Screws (2-56 x 1/4")
$8.00 per 100
DISCOUNT SCHEDULE (cords and cordage only)

$7.50

Orders $100.00 -199.99

$7.50

Orders $200,00 - 299.99

15% discount

Orders over ~300.00

20% discount

$7,50

$7,50
$7.50

I~"c'::_-_c=:~~
H3SS8KV

DESK STAND CORDS

VINYL LINE CORDS

"L4SMBN Brown, 4 conductor, Spade/Modular, 7' .,'
"L4SMBK Black,4 conductor, Spade/Modular, 7' . .
" Specify fiat or round

10% discount
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BACKGROUND OF TOUCHTONE CALLING IN THE BELL SYSTEM
Reprinted from Application of "Touch-Tone Calling" in the Bell System, by M.L. Benson, F.L. Crutchfield, and H.F.
Hopkins, published in 1962 for the AlEE Winter General Meeting in New York City
CONCEPTS
.More than 70 years ago the people who were guiding and planrung the development of the telephone industry recognized that
a nation-wide communication system was in the making. It became
apparent very early that this system would soon outgrow the use
of manual switching because the number of operators required
would far exceed the number that could be hired and trained.
The alternative of machine switching under control of the
customer was opposed by many within the industry. This opposition was based on predictions that the necessary equipment would
be excessively complicated and hence unreliable and uneconomical.
Some felt also that it was wrong to require the customer to do
his own switching.
However, the early manual switching was complicated and
unreliable and development work intended to alleviate this situation laid the groundwork for automatic switching. In 1880 a centralized battery was introduced to permit the use of an annunciator
type of signal from the customer to the switching operator. By
1889 several versions of step-by-step switches were available. An
automatic switching system was put into service in LaPorte, Indiana in 1892. One version of the customer's keys for closing DC
circuits as shown in Figure 1. These keys were labelled "Hundreds",
"Tens" and "Units"; to call 345 for example, the customer pushed the "Hundreds" button three times, the "Tens" button four
times, and the "Units" button five times. A governor-controlled
rotary dial for customer use, similar in principle to those in use
at the present time, was introduced in 1896.
A common control switching system having the features of great
flexibility and efficiency needed for large metropolitan areas ans
known as the panel system was first put into service in Newark,
New Jersey in 1915. Further development of the common control
idea resulted in the versatile crossbar equipment and its wide use
led to the iniation of nation-wide dialing service at Englewood, New
Jersey in 1951. By the end of 1959 more than half of the stations
in the Bell System were served by common control equipment.
Much of the flexibility of the common control mode of switching
is the result of divorcing the customers dial from direct control
of the switching network. Although dial pulses are detected and
counted using the one-out-of-ten code (or "language") of the rotary
dial, the digits are registered in the common control equipment
and passed frm one control unit to another in an entirely different
"language"; in our more modem systems the rapid two-out-of-five
"language" is used for this purpose. This independence of station
and control "language" is used for this purpose. This independence
of station and control "languages", a feature invented in 1906 but
implemented much later, made the common control system more
readily adaptable to the new concepts in station instrumentalities,
and completed the groundwork for modem "TOUCH-TONE
Calling".
Prior to 1941 all automatic telephone switching systems were
controlled by DC pulses generated by contacts that make and
break line current. In that year a system of AC signaling, was installed at the toll board in Baltimore, Maryland, enabling operators
to complete calls to neighboring offices without the aid of another
operator.
Early Trial
A system of AC signals for station equipment was designed, built
and tested in the laboratory in 1941, but World War II interrupted
further work and seven years elapsed before equipment was installed and used on an experimental basis in a small trial at Media,
Pennsylvania in 1948. This system used a two-out-of-six multifrequency code and required special receivers to detect and convert
the signal. The station set is illustrated in Figure 2. The dialing
unit had mechanical linkages that plucked two-out-of-six metal
reeds each of which was resonant at a specified frequency. When
a customer pushed anyone of the ten buttons two reeds were plucked to form a signal code to the corresponding digit. The frequency
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pulses were transferred inductively to coils and so transmitted to
the receiver at the central office. Although this mechansim was
somewhat ponderous the performance of the equipment and the
reaction of the customers pointed the way to an ultimately feasible system and indicated a favorable public response to pushbutton AC signaling. The technical and economic aspects of the system
tested at Media were not attractive and further work was deferred.
New Arts Application
The year of the Media trial, 1948, is also noteworthy because
in June of that year the discovery of the transistor was announced. Many of us will recall how quickly thereafter concepts, that
formerly were considered exotic, became practical. The activity in
~ect~onic device development results in an entirely new array of
circuit components. Miniature capacitors, ferrite inductors, precision resistors and printed wiring became available and electrical
power consumption ceased to be a formidable obstacle.
U sing the new arts technology a compact multi-frequency
oscillator was designed and equipped with pushbuttons for selecting and controlling voice-frequency signals. The oscillator was particularly adapted to the low and variable power available from the
CO Battery over typical existing loops to the station set. The
oscillator design provides for control of the signal at a level high
enough to be reliably detectable at the central office in the presence
of the noise from numerous sources that is always present on
telephone circuits, but not so high as to exceed crosstalk requirements. The concept of a four-by-four frequency code resulted
in a relatively simple mechanical system at the station set.
Concurrently with these electrical and mechanical developments,
Human Factors engineers studied pertinent psycho-physical factors and performance ratings of button arrangement were made:
The optimum size, was established, too, that feedback of the signal
tones through the receiver was desirable. These studies indicated
that customer calling could be speeded up and generally facilitated
by the use of a push-button AC signaling system without seriously increasing dialing irregularities.
Hamden-Elgin Trials
On the basis of satisfactory results in the areas of electromechanical design and psycho-physical studies, a moderate sized
field tri~ of pushbutton dialing, now called "Touch-Tone Calling",
was designed and carried out in 1959. The chief objective of this
trial was to determine the effectiveness and ease of use of a modem
button-operated mechanism with current types of switching
systems, when placed in the hands of a typical segment of the
public. Two locations were selected: One of these at Elgin, Illinois
was equipped with fast-operating common control equipment, the
other at Hamden, Connecticut used the slower step-by-step switching equipment. The necessary central office receiver and converter equipment was provided on a "black box" basis. At Hamden
this equipment included a digit storage facility and a DC out-pulser
geared to the speed of the step-by-step system. About 120
customers in each central office area were provided with "TouchTone" sets of a preliminary design.
As in the Media trial customers in both areas were enthusiastic
about this experimental service, basing their reaction on the increased speed and general ease of use. In a relatively short period
the customer achieved a dialing speed with the "Touch-Tone" sets
tha~ ~as almost twice their established rotary dial speed. It was
anticipated from laboratory tests that customer signaling irregularities would tend to occur at a higher rate with pushbuttons
than with the slower and more familiar rotary dial and this was
confirmed in the field trial. Within a relatively short period the
"Touch-Tone" error rate of the trial customers approached that
established by the same customers when using the rotary dial, and
it is felt that with longer experience, equal accuracy will be
achieved.
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